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Background Information (on your area demographics, history, etc.)

Google maps images of the area surveyed
The area we survey is a censusdesignated place named Tice located about 18
miles north of FGCU off exit 141. With a small population of roughly 4,700 people, 41%
of those people live in poverty. The average household income in Tice is as little as
$28,544 which has actually declined by 8% over the years.
When taking a stroll down the main street, it is clear to see that this is a low
income area. With the shortage of businesses in the are, leaves a limited amount of
available jobs for the citizens who live here  with only a fourth of the population
employed within the city limits, leaving the rest unemployed or forced to work out of
town. This area isn’t very evenly diverse as the majority of the population is Hispanic
takes up 70% of the population. The remaining 30% consists of whites (24%), blacks
(4%), and other (2%).

Audit Procedure
To complete the audits, the group divided them up by person and date  this way
everyone was doing an equal amount of work. This was beneficial for us because it
gave our group the opportunity to hear each other’s perspectives based on their own
personal experiences from visiting the area. Because of this, we were able to have a
wider variety of ideas and suggestions to make the street more beneficial, sustainable,
and accessible.
Each of us drove to the location and parked at the end of the street. Then, we
proceeded to walk down the street observing carefully while taking notes on anything
that pertained to that particular audit. We used our time wisely by taking notes while we
walked down, and thinking of as many necessary improvements as possible on the walk
back. Then we discussed it all as a group and was able to narrow it down to the most
important changes that should be made to make this area better, and safer.

Audit 1  What Needs to be Improved
For the first audit, we looked at what would make this area of Fort Myers more
pleasant for pedestrians. By studying the traffic, sidewalks, landscape, ect., we are able
to determine what would make the area better for walking. On Friday, June 1st at
around 12 p.m. we made our way down the street and experienced first hand what it’s
like to walk on this moderately busy street.

Starting with the positives of this area, we observed that there were a lot of pros
for walkers. With the traffic falling in between light and busy, cars didn’t seem like much
of a threat to us as pedestrians. The sidewalk was very wide and there was plenty of
room for groups of people, whether it be a small group or a large one. Another feature
that made us feel safe was the fact that there was green space that came between the
road and the sidewalk as well as curbs and buffers. One of the best aspects was that
the bus stops had a trash can and a roof to protect pedestrians from the Florida heat.
However, the walk itself was very hot and the area could use more shaded trees
instead of just palm trees for curb appeal. The area also was in great need of better
crosswalks as the red lights were few and far between so there weren’t many places to
cross the street. While we were walking, there weren’t really many noticeable public
restrooms, but there was a variety of stores and restaurants where the bathroom could
be used. The road didn’t include any bike lanes so walkers had to share the sidewalk
with bikers  we actually encountered this problem first hand. Adding onto that, while
the litter was minimal, there could really be some
more trash cans because there were only about 2
that lined the street that were very spread apart. Not
only that, but there was not a single recycle bin in
sight.

Audit 2  Who Travels this Area

The second audit observed the people that travel this area.This audit was
completed at two different times on different days. One being in mid morning and the
other in the evening. There were not that many people walking or commuting by foot in
this area. One lady was spotted walking mid morning very quickly and did not stop to
check if cars were coming when she crossed the street going against the signal.
(Shown in picture on the right). There also was not a crosswalk for her to use to cross
the street safely.
There was one male waiting at the bus stop
using the public transportation. Shown in the
picture to the left is the male waiting at the bus
stop. There were no strollers or people using a
wheelchair or cane spotted during both of these
audits. In the evening of the last audit, there was
someone spotted riding a bike on the sidewalk. It
looked as if
he had a
shopping
bag attached to the back of his bike. (Shown in
picture on the right)

Audit 3 Intersections

The third audit revealed a look into the intersections that compose of Palm Beach
Blvd. While it was noted that Palm Beach Blvd. is a multiple lane road, with more than
three lanes going in each direction, the cars seem to treat this as a highway and
crossing the intersections can be quite nerve racking. On Thursday, June 14th around
12:00 pm noon, an audit was conducted of the intersections.
While the road itself may be on the busier side, all pedestrian signals and
pushtowalk buttons were active and working. Pedestrians have 30 seconds to make it
safely across the intersection and are also given a 20 second countdown warning.
There is a clearly marked pathway through the intersection, this did not seem to help
with cars yielding to pedestrians turning right on red when trying to cross the
intersection. I would suggest that a yield sign to cars turning from the right lane be put
into place so they have a reminder about the possibility of pedestrians crossing. As cars
did not seem to be aware or checking for pedestrians and bicyclists while pulling out of
driveways and turning right on red.
The curb ramps and markings from the sidewalks leading into the intersections
are also vital to the safety of those walking and bicycling. While some intersections like
Ortiz and Palm Beach Blvd. had bright yellow, large, and bumpy ramps and markings
that were very effective other intersections like Marsh and Palm Beach Blvd might need
some renovations, as the areas there were not vibrant and obvious. I would suggest to
create all curb ramps and marking in uniform across Palm Beach Blvd. so it is user
friendly for all who use the intersections, including the blind who rely on the bumps to let
them know that they are approaching the intersection.

All in all, the intersections are in good shape for the nature and traffic of a
multilane highway, with suggestions to create a more uniform approach to all
intersections spanning the given area.

Audit 4  Sidewalks
Section 4 of the audit covers the sidewalks in the area. This ranges from
accessibility, to safety, and even aesthetics. The audit on sidewalks in our designated
area was conducted between 10am and 11am on a Monday.
The sidewalks along most of this area were well designed for both accessibility
and safety. The traffic in the area was moderately paced and medium to low volume,
and drivers would enter the road cautiously from intersections and driveways. The buffer
between the sidewalk and the street for a lot of the area was around 15 to 20 feet all
along the route, with palm trees in the middle every 20 to 30 feet, which made walking it
feel very safe from the dangers of being hit by a car.
A negative safety aspect to the area was that there aren’t any bike lanes, which
means that cyclists who don’t want to ride on the road have to share the sidewalk space
with pedestrians. There was nothing particularly scary along the route as far as guard
dogs or other dangers, however, there were a small number of people along the way
who appeared somewhat “sketchy” although they weren’t actually doing anything
wrong. Baring in mind that this audit was conducted in the late morning on a weekday.
There did not seem to have enough street lights aimed at the sidewalks which gave the
impression that it would be a dark walk at night, which certainly could be scary.

Accessibility is a big issue when designing and constructing sidewalks and this
street was well done in that aspect. The sidewalk along a majority of the area was
approximately eight feet wide, which is more than enough room for two people to walk
by each other with a comfortable amount of room. It would even be possible for two
wheelchairs to pass each other without having to worry about being bumped into. Also,
there weren’t missing sections of sidewalk, and the sidewalk was almost never broken
or cracked. Nowhere along the way was there a portion of the sidewalk that was
blocked by any kind of obstacle such as a dumpster, car or utility pole. At most
intersections and driveways the sidewalk would gradually slope down to meet the road,
for the benefit of wheelchair bound pedestrians, and it was textured for the benefit of
blind people so they would know to stop.
These photos demonstrate bothe safety and accessibility features of the
sidewalks as well as the width of both the sidewalk and its buffer:

While the area wasn’t very aesthetic, it did manage to find a good balance. The
sidewalks all were well in tact, on top of being a safety benefit, it was also somewhat
aesthetic. It was raised around 6 inches to a foot higher than the street level, which
would have great advantage when it rains because it wouldn’t puddle quickly. While
there was some, the amount of litter was not overwhelming or even very noticable. Also
the grass and shrubbery was not overgrown. There were several bus stops along the
way, and nearly all of them had seating as well as trash cans. Although these bus stops
provided seating, only some of them provided shelter, and because the trees providing
a buffer between the sidewalk and street were palm trees, it was difficult to find a decent
amount of shade, especially at bus stops without shelter. Another negative as that there
weren’t public restrooms, although there were businesses that had restrooms available
such as the CVS at the start of the route.
These photos serve as an example for the types of bus stops along the route,
both sheltered and unsheltered:

As a segue into the next section on getting to know your area, I experienced that
the area did have facilities that were relevant and convenient to the community. For
example, when I arrived, I parked at the CVS and was able to use the restroom there.
Also, before starting I realized I had forgot to bring a measuring tape which was a
required material for this audit, and was able to purchase one at the Family Dollar next
door.

Audit 5  Getting to Know Your Area
This section focuses on identifying and analyzing the existing infrastructure in the
area. Grocery stores are very important because they satisfy an essential need of the
residents in the area, and having them accessible in an area allows for a larger
residential population. Judging from a central point on the stretch of street (we used
Capital Pawn as it was almost exactly in the center of the stretch of road) the closest

grocery store is Supermercado Fiesta at .5 miles away, with a couple other stores within
a mile including Savealot and Back Bay Market. All these could be considered within
walking distance (20 minutes or less). The grocery stores in the area cater to a
lowincome clientele and also to the large hispanic population of the area, with the two
categories of stores primarily appearing to be ethnic markets (like Supermercado
Fiesta) and discount supermarkets.
Having schools within the area is important because it makes the area a better
place to live for its residents, allowing their kids to walk or have a short drive to their
school. There are two elementary schools relatively close to our area. Orange River
Elementary School is .6 miles from the center of the area and Tice Elementary School is
1 mile from the center. The middle schools are much farther from the area. James
Stephens International Academy (JSIA) is 2.1 miles away and Oak Hammock Middle
School is 4.3 miles away, with all other middle schools much farther. JSIA had
conflicting information on the internet as to whether it was still a middle school or had
been converted to an elementary school, however it’s website does state that it brought
its school rating up from an F to a B recently, providing a solid educational option for the
residents of the area. The high schools are significantly farther, with Riverdale High
School at 6.4 miles away and Dunbar High School at 6.6 miles away.
There is a decently sized park called Schandler Hall Community Park that
according to the Lee County Parks website houses basketball courts, tennis courts,
picnic areas, a sand volleyball court, walking trails, and a soccer/softball field. This
space provides recreational opportunities for the residents of the area and promotes

overall health and fitness. The major recreation activities in the area all center around
this park, which had a few people exercising while we were there but most likely has
much more during the weekends and other nonwork hours. Besides this park, however,
there are no other green spaces. The environmental air quality is overall good. There
are no protected areas besides
the public park. There are no
specific precautions in the area
taken towards water, air, land,
or animals and no
renewable/sustainable features
integrated.
All of the buildings in the
area are single use except for
the strip mall just part our area, which has both shops and restaurants. There is about a
fiftyfifty split between chains and local businesses, with the most common business
being restaurants and pawn shops. Many of the restaurants are locally owned,
interspersed with a few chains such as McDonalds and Dominoes. Picture above is one
of the national chains that does business along the street, CVS. The large amount of
pawn shops are odd, as they are all right next to each other. Another common type of
business in the area are discount stores such as Family Dollar and Dollar Tree (also
national brands), which makes sense given the low socioeconomic status of the
residents. There were not many people sitting outside or “eyes” on the street. The

business in the area do not have outside seating, and are offset fairly far from the road.
There are no security cameras and there was not a strong police presence.

Infrastructure Needs
Security Cameras/”Eyes on the street”/Street Lights
Improving security and safety for this area is a high priority. Currently the amount
of eyes on the street is very low due to the design of the street and the lack of security
cameras. Increasing safety in the area can make it more hospitable for new business to
set up shop, leading to job increases and hopefully a reduction in poverty. The first way
to increase security would be to install security cameras along the light posts much like
what has already been done downtown. Just the sight of the security camera can deter
crime, and if crime occurs the security camera will make it more probable that the
criminal is caught. Additionally, while there are some street lights, additional street lights
will make the area more well lit at night increasing its security. Finally, increasing the
amount of “eyes on the street” is very important. This can be done through introducing
businesses that conduct many of their functions outside (ie. restaurants with outdoor
seating), or introducing more residential buildings along the road.

Shade/Comfort
Many of the times our group visited this area were during afternoons, which as
normal in Florida were exceedingly hot. Increasing the amount of shade and taking

steps to promote comfort for those who decide to
walk the street will lead to greater foot traffic in the
area, a good thing for local businesses. Increasing
the walkability also promotes walking for exercise
and recreation, promoting healthy habits. The palm
trees are the primary type of foliage in the area,
and while they are aesthetically pleasing they lack
the advantage of shade that most trees have. Our
suggestions in this category include: planting other
types of shadebringing foliage, creating sitting areas, public restrooms, and adding
public drinking fountains. Pictured above to the right is an example of a problematic
stretch of sidewalk, especially with regards to its shade.

Crosswalks
There are very few areas along Palm
Beach Boulevard (the main stretch of road in the
area) that are safe to cross. While it does
appear some intersections are already having
their crosswalks improved, the area overall is
severely lacking in crosswalks. In several
instances, there are places that have a

designated spot for crossing the median of the road, but no crosswalk to even get there.
This motives for improving crosswalks ties in with the above section. Boosting
pedestrian comfort and safety leads to more people walking, which has a plethora of
health benefits along with the benefits of foot traffic for the businesses. Our suggestion
is to build more crosswalks to allow for safe crossing, and additionally to improve the
safety of the crosswalks by making them stand out from the streets and texturing them
to help the impaired used them. The picture above to the right shows a good area that is
lacking a crosswalk but could use one, in order for pedestrians to have safe passage to
the bus stop.

Bike Lane
There is no bike lane on this road, thus most who choose to bike do so on the
sidewalk. This endangers both the pedestrians and the cyclists. The creation of a bike
lane would create safe passing for cyclists, increasing the amount who choose to bike,
and also benefit the pedestrians as well. Increasing bike activity will lead to more
physical activity and benefit the health of the population. A cyclist using the sidewalk
can be seen in a picture at the end of the section Audit 2  Who Travels this Area.

Trash/Recycle Bins
Although there is not much trash on the streets or the
sidewalks, our group was startled by the complete lack of
recycling cans. Recycling is extremely beneficial for our society,
and it is important for us to promote it. We suggest placing
recycle cans in prominent locations, and increasing the amount
of trash cans. An area such as one in the picture to the right
would be a perfect location to put some.

MixedUse Buildings
The majority of the buildings in this area are single use. Mixed use buildings have
the benefit of allowing people to live, work, shop, and enjoy themselves all in one
central area. This increased concentration of activity can draw more businesses to the
area and create jobs, which are sorely needed. We recommend that a certain
percentage of new construction in the area be designated as mixed use buildings.

Conclusion
Overall, this area has a lot of positive things going for it. The sidewalks are
spacious and well taken care of, there are elementary schools very close, there are
multiple bus stops with shade, and plenty of local businesses. Despite the positives,

there are many things that can be improved. Increasing pedestrian comfort and safety
should be a high priority, along with improvements that can potentially promote an influx
of business to create jobs, and measures taken to take care of the environment. It will
be very interesting to see the direction this area takes over the course of the coming
years, and we hope it can live up to the great potential we all see in it.

